CHAPTER 6
SOUTH KOREA, 1968–1980

Though it relies extensively on atomic power as a civilian source of energy, South
Korea's interest in atomic power has not always been peaceful. In 1970, South Korea
undertook feasibility studies to explore nuclear weapons development. Two years later, it
began devoting resources to the development of nuclear weapons. This program lasted
several years before its cancellation in 1975 and the accompanying decision to ratify the
NPT. However, these actions did not completely end South Korea’s nuclear activities.
Suspicions of a nuclear program re-emerged in the late 1970s when a major domestic
debate erupted briefly in South Korea over its defense policy.
My theory explains South Korea's nuclear interest. President Park Chung-hee first
considered nuclear weapons acquisition in response to Nixon’s sudden announcement to
withdraw about a third of American forces from South Korea. This announcement took
place when the United States was seeking to reduce its military commitments in East
Asia as a result of mounting economic difficulties at home and military difficulties in
Vietnam. Park bolstered his country's nuclear program within a few years. Doubts
regarding American reliability persisted even though Nixon made no further troop
withdrawals. Thus, South Korean nuclear ambitions continued unabated until the
program's discovery in 1974. Shortly thereafter the United States used a variety of levers
to force the program's dismantlement and compel South Korea to ratify the NPT. I show
that the United States was able to coerce a favorable counterproliferation settlement
because South Korea was uniquely dependent on the United States for its economic needs.
Still, the United States had to reassure South Korean leaders that its security guarantees
were reliable. Whether such efforts were successful is open to question. South Korean
leaders intimated that they would reconstitute their nuclear program when Jimmy Carter
tried (unsuccessfully) to withdraw all American troops from South Korea. Safeguard
violations occurred into the early 1980s.
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Before assessing the case evidence, I describe the strategic and domestic context
that South Korean leaders faced.
The Strategic Context
Following the July 1953 armistice that ended the active stage of the Korean War, the
United States signed a new alliance treaty with South Korea and established a large troop
presence on its territory. Yet post-war South Korea was in a precarious economic
condition. Relative to the North, it was poor and lacked industry. Recognizing this
disparity, American policy-makers understood the need to develop South Korea
economically. Consequently, the United States coupled military support with economic
aid and programs.516 Nevertheless, South Korea did not rely exclusively on American aid.
Shortly after taking power through a coup in 1961, Park used his military dictatorship to
commit his country to a statist, export-oriented program that generated rapid economic
growth and industrialization.517 South Korea's industrial capacity increased several-fold
by the end of the 1960s.
Despite the alliance and the armistice, South Korea’s geopolitical environment
remained threatening. After all, North Korea was conventionally superior and enjoyed the
patronage of both the Soviet Union and China. A Chinese occupation force remained in
North Korea until 1958, during which time North Korea repaired its economy. After the
withdrawal of Chinese forces, Kim Il-song signed mutual defense treaties with both
communist powers before eventually siding with China in the Sino-Soviet split. This
realignment was significant: not only did China pursue a confrontational foreign policy
towards its neighbors, it also succeeded in acquiring nuclear weapons by 1964. Within
several years of this development, North Korea resumed an aggressive foreign policy
directed against American and South Korean interests. Hoping to undermine the anticommunist alliance and incite an insurgency in the South, North Korea initiated irregular
warfare in the area around the Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) in 1968. Aside from a
series of border skirmishes that took place over three years, the North Korean
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government attempted to assassinate Park in an incident called the Blue House Raid on
January 17, 1968. One week later, North Korean patrol boats captured the USS Pueblo
and its American crew in international waters. Despite the close timing of these actions,
the Johnson administration believed that North Korea did not want war, preferring
instead to harass American forces and challenge the American military presence in East
Asia.518 However, when North Korean fighter jets shot down an EC-121 reconnaissance
aircraft, some members of the Nixon administration believed that the retaliatory use of
force was finally necessary.519 Though the United States decided against a military
response, its leaders noted South Korea's heightened threat perceptions. Nixon observed
that the mood in South Korea was “very jittery.” Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
General Earl Wheeler commented that “they are apprehensive we won't do anything.”520
These North Korean provocations took place against the backdrop of the Vietnam
War. South Korea provided significant military assistance to the United States in that
conflict, having at one point about fifty thousand troops in Vietnam. Several reasons
explain the magnitude of South Korea's military contributions. First, President Johnson
wanted South Korea to share the burden of fighting the war. 521 Second, for these
contributions, South Korea received considerable increases in American economic and
military assistance. 522 It also extracted greater assurances of American security
commitments.523 Third, Park shared American concerns that the fate of East Asian states
in the struggle against transnational communism were linked. American success in
Vietnam would, after all, strengthen the anti-communist coalition in the region.
Because the North was still the more powerful of the two Koreas, the American
military presence improved the local conventional balance of power in the South's favor.
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Reducing that military presence would have meant a weakening of South Korea's
position vis-à-vis the North. Still, American tactical nuclear weapons were stationed so as
to provide nuclear extended deterrence. My theory would thus predict that changes to
American conventional military deployments would drive South Korea's nuclear interest.
By contrast, a threat-based explanation would look to North Korean aggression as being
sufficient in shaping South Korea's behavior.
The Domestic Context
For the period I examine, Park led a repressive military dictatorship following a coup
d'état in 1960. Under his leadership, South Korea became a ‘developmental' state
whereby its government assumed an active role in promoting economic growth. This
strategy meant forging alliances with labor and industry, protecting fledgling export
industries, and establishing a large government bureaucracy to oversee the private sector.
Though Chalmers Johnson describes neighboring Japan as an archetype of the
developmental state, other observers have extended the label to South Korea.524 This
‘Asian Tiger’ maintained high growth rates between the 1960s and the 1990s largely by
strengthening those industries that produced export goods intended for rich industrialized
states.525 According to the coalition thesis, South Korea should not engage in nuclear
weapons activities at all so as not to compromise such export-dependent strategies.
Because South Korea was an autocracy in an intense security environment, norms might
have been permissive enough such that anti-nuclear or anti-militarist beliefs did not
resonate among members of South Korean society.
South Korea’s Pursuit of Nuclear Weapons
Demonstrating its newfound nuclear interest, the South Korean government founded in
August 1970 two new defense agencies, the Agency for Defense Development (ADD)
and the Weapons Exploitation Committee (WEC), to explore the development of an
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indigenous nuclear weapons program. Shortly thereafter, under Park's leadership, the
WEC unanimously decided to pursue nuclear weapons development.
By this time, South Korea had a very nascent civilian nuclear program.
Throughout the 1960s, South Korea's access to nuclear materials was severely limited. As
a beneficiary of Eisenhower’s ‘Atoms for Peace’ initiative, South Korea acquired a small
nuclear reactor in 1956. This reactor could not be used to generate civilian energy, let
alone process materials necessary to produce a nuclear weapon. It was under surveillance
by the IAEA when South Korea joined that organization in 1956. Instead, South Korea
used the reactor for peaceful scientific research and creating radioisotopes for medical
and agricultural purposes. Access to this technology also raised hopes for the future
acquisition of civilian nuclear power.526 To make further progress in nuclear research,
South Korea established the Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute and the Office of
Atomic Energy. With American assistance, South Korea built a General Dynamicsdesigned 250-kilowatt research reactor. It was in the late 1960s that South Korea decided
to undertake a major initiative directed at creating its own nuclear fuel cycle. Its aim was
to construct a 500-megawatt electric nuclear power plant (the Kori 1) and study nuclear
fuel fabrication and reprocessing by 1976.527 KAERI had by this time a twelve-year plan
that foresaw national energy autonomy, supported by a uranium enrichment factory and
reprocessing facility that would be running by 1981. Yet the purpose of such initiatives
was arguably to address South Korea's increasing energy needs to support its rapid
industrial growth. In fact, KAERI sought American support for its nuclear research.528
However, the activities of the newly created WEC suggest a dramatic change in South
Korea's intentions towards atomic energy.
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By 1972, South Korea started mobilizing military, academic, and industrial
resources towards the production of nuclear weapons.529 However, the program (called
Project 890) soon encountered several technical challenges. One problem was South
Korea's limited access to the sensitive nuclear materials needed to produce a weapon. For
much of South Korea's history of nuclear research until then, the United States was a
major source of nuclear technology and fuel. Because of expected American opposition
to this new initiative, South Korea had to find alternative suppliers to acquire a
reprocessing capability. To this end, South Korea sent the Minister of Science and
Technology to enlist the technical cooperation of France and Great Britain in building a
reprocessing facility. Furthermore, South Korea sent representatives to other nuclear
capable countries such as Canada and Israel. These initiatives were successful in
procuring foreign assistance. By 1974, South Korea signed a contract with the French
company Saint Gobain Technique Nouvelle to acquire the design of a reprocessing
facility and another contract with the Belgian company Belgonucléaire for mixed nuclear
fuel fabrication facilities.530 South Korean scientists were also able to secure the import
of the heavy-water reactor (the NRX) from Canada. Having this type of reactor would
enable South Korea to produce weapon-grade plutonium.531 Still, the nuclear program
remained aspirational in 1974 with little physical infrastructure in place.
South Korean Anxieties as Motivation
South Korea's behavior reflected concerns over American alliance commitments. At this
time, the situation facing the United States in Vietnam appeared increasingly futile. The
attritional warfare produced high casualties for both sides of the conflict. Partly because
the military relied on conscription to support the campaign, members of the American
public became increasingly critical of their country’s involvement in the war. Taking
advantage of these sentiments, a signature aspect of Nixon’s successful Presidential
election campaign in 1968 was his pledge to end the Vietnam War. As President, Nixon
believed that an American withdrawal from Vietnam could only be achieved if a
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workable arrangement existed that guaranteed South Vietnam's security. 532 Amid
faltering negotiations with the North Vietnamese and increasing domestic pressure,
Nixon initiated a strategy of phased troop withdrawals and increased reliance on
Vietnamese troops.533 Such was the context of the Nixon Doctrine, which stated that
although the United States would maintain its treaty commitments and continue to
provide nuclear security guarantees, it would ask its allies to contribute more to satisfy
their own security needs.
To clarify the Nixon Doctrine, Nixon communicated with key decision-makers in
East Asia.534 On August 21, 1969, Nixon met with President Park in San Francisco to
discuss the American-South Korean relationship and “elaborate on my new policy toward
Asia.” Nixon told Park that “we will not retreat from the Pacific area and we will not
reduce commitments.” However, he noted that South Korean “efforts toward military and
economic self-reliance are the correct road to take.” Park reminded Nixon that the
American troop presence deterred Kim Il-sung from invading the South and argued that
Kim Il-sung was provoking the United States to reduce its military presence. When Park
asked about troop withdrawals from Korea, his remarks elicited no direct response from
Nixon. Indeed, Nixon knew he was vague and imprecise in his conversation with Park.
At one point he admitted to Park that his comment about American military commitments
was a “general statement.” 535 Still, within several months, Nixon alerted National
Security Advisor Henry Kissinger that “the time has come to reduce our Korean presence”
by “half.” Nixon desired this change in policy for some time, but he had to wait some
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time after the shooting down of the EC-121. 536 A National Security Decision
Memorandum in March 1970 noted the need to remove one of the two infantry divisions
from South Korea by the middle of 1971.537
Subsequently, South Korean insecurity deepened. It already faced a dangerous
threat environment since the conventionally superior North was behaving provocatively
under China's patronage. Accordingly, South Korean leaders expressed concern over the
implications of the partial withdrawal.538 Ahead of implementing this policy the Nixon
administration made a number of consultations with South Korea. When Wheeler
mentioned the possibility of these cuts to Park, the South Korean president expressed
“concern at the prospect of a pull-out or substantial reduction in American troops in
Korea” and commented that war would be “inevitable” following the withdrawal of
American troops. Yet Wheeler noted that Park was also “contradictory” when the South
Korean President added that South Korea would have to provide its own deterrent and
defense capability.
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Interestingly, an examination of the discussions between

representatives of the two governments reveals that South Korean leaders did not expect
any troop withdrawals from South Korea. Indeed, according to Chae-jin Lee, “Park left
San Francisco with the belief that Nixon, despite his plan for Vietnamization, would not
withdraw US troops from South Korea so long as South Korean troops remained in
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Vietnam and that if he eventually decided to do so, it would only take place after full
consultation with South Korea in advance.”540
That the United States sent mixed signals is one possible reason for the South
Korean government's apparent lack of foresight. That is, South Korean officials were not
emotionally prepared for the troop withdrawal because they had received some
indications that none were forthcoming. On the one hand, Secretary of Defense Melvin
Laird noted to his South Korean interlocutors that “pressures for reduction of our forces
in Korea are increasing", adding that “[South Korean] forces should be modernized
before we withdraw any of our forces.” The domestic pressures to which Laird referred
emphasized the magnitude of the financial costs associated with maintaining such a large
troop presence. On the other hand, Laird did not say that “decisions [about troop
withdrawals] had been made or that there would be any immediate US troop
withdrawals.”541
The confused nature of these exchanges clarifies why the South Korean
government reacted harshly when Nixon finally announced the withdrawal of one combat
division. With a timetable set for June 1971, the withdrawal would effectively cut the
number of American troops on the peninsula from 61,000 to 40,000. Park protested and
claimed that this announcement came as a ``profound shock.”542 To assuage concerns
over American security guarantees to South Korea, Nixon wrote a personal letter to Park,
promising to obtain Congressional approval for greater military assistance to South Korea
and its efforts to modernize its army. However, Park suggested to the American
ambassador to South Korea William Porter that without knowing the “nature and extent
of modernization he cannot agree to any withdrawals.” Park further added that the
uncertainty induced by even a partial withdrawal and the lack of a viable modernization
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program would weaken his domestic position. He then asked for the United States to
delay its decision for another five years.543
Park repeated this argument for several months with other American officials.
Some of these officials disliked his “hard line resistance” and his “lack of sensitivity to
American domestic problems bearing on this matter.” 544 Yet these officials also
expressed a lack of understanding of the South Korean position. During one high-level
meeting, Park argued that the troop withdrawal appeared inconsistent with earlier
American assurances over South Korean security. Ambassador Porter responded that
“from our point of view [the South Korean government] seems to lack confidence in US
intentions and our statements, and we do not understand why.”545 Even worse, some
efforts to allay South Korean concerns backfired. In an August 1970 press conference
held in Seoul, Vice President Spiro Agnew deepened the uncertainty when he declared
his government's intention to withdraw all American troops from the peninsula within
five years.546 Thus, in December 1970, South Korean Prime Minister Jong Pil Kim told
Kissinger that “everyone in Korea understood [the withdrawal] meant a detachment of
the US commitment to support [South] Korea and in effect the re-establishment of an
Asian defense system.”547
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The partial withdrawal was not the only reason why South Korea became
apprehensive of American security guarantees. First, the United States was scaling down
its military presence all across East Asia in light of its military failure in Indochina.
Second, American efforts at pursuing rapprochement with China created further unease
over the future role that the United States would play in East Asia. Due to growing
cleavages over communist doctrine and foreign policy interests, relations between China
and the Soviet Union deteriorated to the point where Mao saw the United States as a
lesser threat than its erstwhile ally. The Sino-Soviet split afforded the United States an
opportunity to tilt the balance of power further against the Soviet Union. Nixon
recognized the growing need to reach out to the Chinese in a 1967 Foreign Affairs piece
that he had written as a Presidential candidate.548 Shortly after becoming President, Nixon
used secure diplomatic channels to advance this initiative.549 Though a pragmatic policy
change for the United States, South Korean leaders felt threatened by the prospect of
American rapprochement with China.550 Specifically, they were worried that the United
States would grant the Chinese greater leeway in East Asia and accept its request for the
American withdrawal from Korea.551 Indeed, the American partial withdrawal likely
magnified South Korean unease over the American pursuit of rapprochement with
China.552
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In the absence of direct evidence, some readers might be unsatisfied of the
connection between American partial withdrawals and South Korean nuclear activities.
Yet other aspects of South Korean foreign policy at this time are worth considering since
the ally could also respond to its concerns over American security guarantees with other
actions that seem retaliatory or vindictive.
Consider the following set of policies enacted by South Korea that seem rooted in
a desire to complicate American efforts to change its regional force posture. To begin
with, the documentary record is replete with examples of South Korean leaders seeking
new reassurances from the United States. These requests were particularly salient when
officials representing South Korea and the United States discussed modernization
programs for the South Korean military. Specifically, they desired greater American
support for the modernization of the South Korean military and stronger assurances
regarding American security commitments. Oftentimes these goals were explicitly linked:
Park wanted American deployments to remain unchanged until the South Korean military
was sufficiently modernized.553 Yet these demands elicited a mixed response from the
United States. In addition to the finality of the troop withdrawal plans, American
decision-makers sent mixed signals about expanding military assistance to South Korea.
For example, in a letter to Park intended to placate the South Korean leader's concerns
about American security commitments, Nixon wrote of the significant domestic pressure
he faced to reallocate burdens among allies. He noted that “the level of military
assistance for Korea provided by the Congress (sic) under the last military assistance
appropriation has been less than we considered desirable.” This explanation did not deter
Nixon from adding that “[s]ubject to Congressional approval, I propose to provide
substantially higher military assistance over the period 1971–75 for Korean
modernization. Moreover provided your Government assumes a larger defense burden we
are also prepared to consider some increased economic assistance.”554 In effect, Nixon
was promising more of something he already had trouble obtaining. Thus, it is
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unsurprising that Park later asked Ambassador Porter for greater clarification regarding
the “nature and extent of modernization” of South Korean military forces.555 Park even
threatened non-cooperation in reduction talks should negotiations over South Korean
military modernization prove to be unsatisfactory.556 The desire for stronger assurances
constituted a major theme in South Korea’s diplomacy towards the United States just as it
began considering nuclear weapons research.
South Korea’s desire for stronger assurances persisted throughout the year.
Interestingly, its diplomacy softened shortly after the establishment of ADD and WEC in
August 1970. 557 The most palatable change took place in early November when,
following a presentation by Porter on the status of troop withdrawals and the military
modernization package, Park appeared “acquiescent.”558 He even “abandon[ed] efforts to
obtain diplomatic assurances regarding US troop reductions.” Rogers thus observed that
“[h]e has probably realized that there is no chance that we will reconsider our positions
and that further adamancy on his part could cost him heavily with both our Congress and
the Korean electorate. Whatever the reasons for Park’s apparent acquiescence, the result
is entirely favorable.”559 The explanations put forward by members of the Department of
State seem plausible, but it is also likely that Park recognized American resolve to
implement these troop withdrawals.
This new understanding that the two allies reached did not ease their relations,
however. As the date for implementing the troop withdrawals approached in early 1971,
American government officials complained of the South Korean government’s “delaying
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tactics” in deploying replacement troops along the DMZ.560 Ironically, South Korea
began implementing its own troop withdrawals from South Vietnam. 561 This action
frustrated American officials for some of the same reasons expressed by the South
Korean government in 1970. Ambassador Porter’s successor stated that he “requested
[the South Korean government] not move suddenly with decisions or announcements of
further withdrawals. [Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs Yun Sok-Hon] said that they
had no intention of making known their plans at this time. I reminded him I had already
seen articles in newspapers, sourced to officials, that his government was planning
withdrawals in ’72 and mentioning [the South Vietnamese government’s] request for
their retention. It struck me this kind of loose talk was not helpful. He agreed but did not
leave with any assurance it would cease.”562 Furthermore, South Korea resumed its
efforts to extract even more assurances from the United States.563 Despite Park’s alleged
acquiescence in the fall of 1970, he remained a troublesome ally.
The Effort to End the Secret Nuclear Program
The United States detected the nascent program by the end of 1974. In November 1974, it
was aware that South Korea was acquiring a type of Canadian nuclear reactor that “was
most vulnerable to clandestine diversion.” Nevertheless, a NSC memorandum expressed
satisfaction over the safeguards implemented on American- and Canadian-supplied
nuclear facilities to South Korea.
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memorandum circulated in October 1974 on South Korea made no mention of a nuclear
weapons program.565 However, a telegram sent two months later from the American
embassy in Seoul alerted the Secretary of State of South Korea's nuclear activities.566 It
added that “evidence accumulated that the [South] Korean [government] has decided to
proceed with the initial phases of a nuclear weapons program.” By February 28, 1975, the
NSC agreed with the embassy’s assessment and asserted that South Korea's nuclear
activities would have a “major destabilizing effect on the region.”567
With knowledge of the nuclear program, the Ford administration directed a
counterproliferation effort against South Korea.568 The strategy underpinning this effort
focused on achieving four objectives. The first objective was to force the termination of
the South Korean nuclear program “through unilateral US action and through the
development of common supplier nation policies.” The second objective was to resolve
informational issues and force South Korea to become more transparent in its uses of
nuclear material. Greater transparency helped to advance a third objective: ensuring that
South Korea could not restart its nuclear weapons program at a future date when the
current controversy subsided. The fourth objective concerned the very issue that
prompted the nuclear program in the first place. The United States had to allay skepticism
over the reliability of its security commitments.569
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To obtain the first objective, the Ford administration threatened to cut off
financing for the Kori nuclear power plant and other planned nuclear facilities through
the Export-Import Bank, the American export credit agency. Sneider reported that he had
asked a South Korean official “whether Korea [is] prepared [to] jeopardize availability of
technology and largest financing capability which only US could offer, as well as vital
partnership with US, not only in nuclear and scientific areas but in broad political and
security areas.''570 Furthermore, the United States applied pressure to third-party states to
stop them from lending sensitive nuclear assistance to South Korea. The Canadian
government was attuned to the risk of proliferation following India’s nuclear test and had
already faced severe criticism for supplying a repressive state with nuclear technology.
After some wrangling, France agreed to withdraw its assistance to South Korea’s efforts
in obtaining a reprocessing capability. Belgonucléaire terminated its contract with South
Korea in November 1977.571
As for the second objective, the United States pressured South Korea to
participate in a multilateral initiative that would enable East Asian states to reprocess
spent fuel from a shared regional facility. For the third (and related) objective, getting the
South Korean government to ratify the NPT was a significant step in addressing the issue
of making a credible commitment to eschew nuclear weapons acquisition. 572 The
Department of Defense agreed with this assessment, stating that “President Park’s fears
of isolation and the possible withdrawal of American forces have led him to embark on a
secret program to develop nuclear weapons.”573 Indeed, the American embassy in Seoul
noted the importance of South Korean perceptions of American security commitments
ahead of a visit by Vice President Nelson Rockefeller:
Existing danger to [South Korea] has been greatly increased by communist
successes in sea. [South Korean] security rests heavily on deterrent effect
US force presence and military assistance provide. Any indication of
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lessening of US commitment will encourage already dangerous North
Korean belligerence. Decline of military assistance below levels earlier
agreed and criticism in US on [South Korea] have already created concern
over US intentions towards its commitments.574
NSC member William R. Smyser even circulated an old internal memorandum to
Kissinger that outlined the decision-making behind the 1949 American troop withdrawal
from South Korea. In the letter explaining this document, Smyser noted that “it is worth
reflecting on this, for the obvious reason that we might not have had the Korean War if
we had not pulled all of our forces out.”575
Such sensitivity regarding troop withdrawals now informed American policymaking towards South Korea and the region. For example, the Department of Defense
considered additional restructuring of troop deployments on the peninsula. Yet members
of the Department of State and the Ford administration resisted the Department of
Defense’s policy recommendations. In a memorandum to Ford, Kissinger advised that
“this is the wrong time to make any of these changes, or even to continue planning
already underway with [South Korea] for such changes. To proceed would give the
wrong signal to both Seoul and Pyongyang.” 576 Ford apparently agreed. In a note
addressed to the Secretary of Defense, Kissinger stated that proposed changes to
American force deployments and structure in South Korea were presently
“inadvisable.”577
Explaining the Swiftness of the Counterproliferation Effort
The American counterproliferation effort appears to have succeeded in curtailing South
Korea's nuclear ambitions. Admittedly, one reason is that the program was at such an
early stage of development that it was relatively easy to cancel. Not enough progress and
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investment was made for South Korea to be so attached to it. Another reason for its
success was the economic asymmetry between the United States and South Korea. As
political scientist Etel Solingen notes, almost all of the foreign direct investment in South
Korea came from the United States and Japan. The United States accounted for a
majority of South Korea's debt and trade.578 However, it was arguably less the application
of economic statecraft that mattered as it was the specific targeting of South Korea's
nascent civilian nuclear industry. South Korean energy dependency and the structure of
the international nuclear industry at the time were other reasons for the rapid success of
American counterproliferation efforts. Due to the quick pace of its industrialization,
existing energy sources available to South Korea were increasingly unable to meet
demand. South Korean coal imports and petroleum imports both grew twenty-fold
between 1960 and 1975. Accordingly, South Korea's dependence on imported energy
grew from less than ten percent to over fifty percent by the early 1970s.579 Nuclear
energy provided a remedy for this situation. Still, the United States exercised a dominant
role in the international nuclear industry. Its nuclear reactors were the most appropriate
and cost efficient in light of South Korean needs. Because these reactors required lowenriched uranium, the United States supplied the vast majority of uranium on the world
market, especially if one were to exclude the Soviet Union and China. 580 This
dependency meant that South Korea was extraordinarily sensitive to the possibility that
its access to peaceful American nuclear technology during the 1970s would be denied.
Simply put, South Korea was susceptible to American pressure.
In compelling South Korea to behave more favorably, the United States still had
to offer some concessions. After all, even though South Korea succumbed to American
pressure to ratify the NPT, its leadership made it clear that its future nuclear weaponsrelated behavior would be a function of the strength of American security commitments.
Such statements imply that South Korea was willing to compromise on its economic
objectives if its security needs would not be satisfactorily met. Thus, as already discussed,
the Ford administration refrained from opening any discussions of further troop
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withdrawals. Key officials verbally communicated their commitment to South Korean
security as well as offered sophisticated military hardware to strengthen the South Korean
military.581 An opportunity to demonstrate American military support came when North
Korean soldiers killed two United States Army officers who were cutting down an
obstructive poplar tree in the DMZ. Operation Paul Bunyan, as this effort was called,
consisted of a convoy of military vehicles (supported by nearby helicopters, bombers, and
jet aircraft) entering the DMZ without warning in order to cut down the tree.582
To be sure, American decision-makers expressed such reassurances at a time
when American credibility in the region was otherwise at its nadir. On April 12, 1975, the
United States airlifted its nationals and members of the American-supported military-led
government out of Cambodia. This action paved the way for the communist Khmer
Rouge to obtain control of Cambodia and thus end that country's civil war. At the very
end of the month, the People's Army of Vietnam and the National Liberation Front
captured Saigon, the capital of South Vietnam. The capture of Saigon not only prompted
the evacuation of most American civilian and military personnel from the city, but also
enabled the Provisional Revolutionary Government to gain nominal authority in South
Vietnam. American losses in the region did not stop there: communist forces began
acquiring significant control in Laos, another country whose government was supported
by the United States. With these losses occurring in rapid succession, American decisionmakers, such as Kissinger and Secretary of Defense Schlesinger, recognized that the
international stature and reputation for resolve of the United States were now
diminished.583
Contrary to some accounts of the case, American decision-makers did not in fact
threaten complete abandonment should South Korea proceed with a nuclear weapons
program. The supporting evidence for such a threat is in Don Oberdorfer’s The Two
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Koreas. Oberdorfer writes that in 1976 diplomats Sneider and Habbib threatened to
terminate all American security guarantees to the East Asian ally unless it credibly
committed not to proliferate. He also adds that in May 1976 Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld told the South Korean Minister of Defense that there might be a “review of the
entire spectrum of [the United States’] relations with the ROK.”584 If true, then these
statements would challenge my argument. For one, if abandonment fears prompted South
Korea to have a nuclear program in the first place, then explicit American threats to
abandon the alliance completely should have deepened South Korea's inclination to
develop nuclear weapons. For another, I argue that security guarantors need to repair
their broken security guarantees in order to curb nuclear interest. Such threats are
inappropriate for this necessity. However, the threats described above are vague and do
not contain explicit warnings that the alliance would be abrogated. Other alliance goods
were perhaps at stake but not the alliance itself. The source of a Rumsfeld threat is an
interview with a Korean source dated in 1995 in the Monthly Chosun and so should not
be taken as definitive. 585 No documentary evidence shows that American decisionmakers ever delivered an unambiguous threat linking South Korean nuclear weapons
activities to the termination of the alliance. This should not be surprising: threats of
alliance termination would have been counterproductive if they were credible.
Carter’s Attempted Troop Withdrawal
Emerging developments in American politics threatened the Ford administration's
success with South Korea's nuclear program. The economic crisis and continuing fallout
from the Watergate scandal doomed Ford's presidential bid in the 1976 election. His
Democratic replacement, Jimmy Carter, entered the White House with a new vision for
foreign policy that centered on human rights advocacy. Consistent with this approach,
Carter found American support for a repressive regime like Park's South Korea
distasteful. 586 During the Democratic primary campaign, Carter even promised the
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complete withdrawal of all American military forces from the Korean peninsula. Such
early campaign rhetoric turned out to reflect Carter's true intentions for South Korea.587
39,000 American troops still remained in South Korea in 1977, but Carter sought to
reduce that number to zero shortly after assuming the presidency. He directed the NSC to
produce a feasibility report regarding the implementation of a complete troop withdrawal
from South Korea. Being so committed to this initiative, the White House did not even
wish for an analysis of its probable consequences.588
Carter's position provoked a backlash from leading officials in the military, the
NSC, and the Department of State. The chief of staff of the UN Command in Seoul even
spoke publicly against Carter's proposal. Though less open about their own attitudes, the
senior American commander in South Korea and the American ambassador in Seoul also
opposed further troop withdrawals. An official privy to these internal debates later wrote
that the NSC sought to persuade Carter to modify his position. Apparently, Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance and Secretary of Defense Harold Brown privately recommended a
softer policy position. These efforts came to naught as Carter ignored the advice of other
senior decision-makers and proceeded to issue Presidential Decision 12 on May 5, 1977.
This statement called for the complete withdrawal of all troops by 1982, starting with one
brigade of the second division (at least 6,000 troops) to be removed from South Korea by
late 1978.589
International opposition towards the planned troop withdrawal grew during the
summer of 1977. The Chinese Vice Foreign Minister cryptically told Australian
government officials that “there will be war” after the American troop withdrawal.
Though this statement was most likely not a reflection of the official Chinese position, it
nevertheless communicated their unease over the larger geopolitical implications of this
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change in the American military presence in East Asia.590 After all, China saw the
American military presence in East Asia as a desirable offset to Soviet encirclement,
despite being forced to call for troop withdrawals as part of its ideological competition
with the Soviet Union.591 American East Asian allies also seemed concerned about the
implications of the withdrawal for the “wellsprings of US foreign policy.” NSC staff
member Mark Armacost noted after his trip to Asia that “[s]ince no concessions are being
sought from [North Korea], most Asians conclude that diplomatic considerations got
short shrift.” If military reasons did not account for the new policy, then only American
“domestic politics” seemed to be the last remaining explanation that made sense for
American allies.592
If the international and administration reactions were so negative, then what was
the response of the South Korean government? Though Carter’s plans for a complete
withdrawal never bore fruit, his strong intent to implement his desired policy might have
prompted South Korea to pursue nuclear weapons development more furtively than
before. According to Jonathan Pollack and Mitchell Reiss, South Korea worked on
managing the nuclear fuel cycle during this time.593 R. Scott Kemp provides evidence
that South Korea even started a nuclear centrifuge program .594 Though any such weapons
research and development would have been highly secret, the Vice-Premier and Foreign
Minister mooted the possibility of South Korea pursuing its own nuclear capability.
Indeed, the Minister of Science and Technology—with the likely sanctioning of President
Park—proclaimed the expansion of South Korea's nuclear industry so as to domestically
produce a fuel supply.595 One source claims that Park announced in January 1977 his
590
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intention for South Korea not to go nuclear. Around this time, the South Korean Foreign
Minister issued the vague threat that “if it is necessary for national security interests and
people's safety, it is possible for Korea as a sovereign state to make its own judgment on
the matter.”596 Still, at a legislative committee meeting convened to discuss Carter's troop
withdrawals, the South Korean Foreign Minister remarked that “[w]e have signed the
Non-Proliferation Treaty and thus our basic position is that we do not intend to develop
nuclear weapons by ourselves. But if it is necessary for national security interests and
people's safety, it is possible for Korea as a sovereign state to make its own judgment on
the matter.”597
Carter's plans for complete withdrawal renewed fears of alliance abandonment
among South Korean leaders. 598 Interestingly, American officials anticipated such a
response because they were aware of Park's desire to maintain the status quo. As one
telegram observed, “convinced of the necessity for a credible expression of continuing
US support as a deterrent to the North, [Park] has told us directly he wants close relations
with the US, high-lighted by continuation of present US ground and other force
levels.”599 Nevertheless, within a few months, Ambassador Richard Sneider reported that
Park and his government were “reconciled to ground troop withdrawal.” The challenge,
however, concerned the question of how “to prepare its public.”600 Sneider repeated this
view two weeks later, adding that Park is “almost isolated” and “will press for
satisfactory compensatory actions particularly on timing and availability of weapons.” He
“will not resist ground force withdrawal despite his grave misgivings.” Still, the
Ambassador now recognized that many members of the South Korean government did
not share Park's attitudes. Sneider noted that “to many, the ground force withdrawal
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connotes loss of US tripwire and with it loss of US military support in event of North
Korean attack following withdrawal which is now broadly expected.”601
The announced troop withdrawal did provoke concern over whether South Korea
would try to acquire nuclear weapons. The Carter administration had already decided that
South Korean nuclear proliferation was so unacceptable that it would “terminate” the
American alliance with South Korea in the event it would occur.602 Yet South Korean
attitudes towards the bomb were difficult to gauge. To the surprise of American
diplomats, one worry expressed by their South Korean interlocutors touched on whether
their country would still enjoy the benefits of American extended nuclear deterrence. As
Sneider related:
In response to these suggestions of embracing Korea under US nuclear
umbrella, I pointed out that in fact Korea, as any ally, would be covered
by US nuclear umbrella and I was surprised that there was any
misunderstanding on that point. Both Korean sources pointed out that
Koreans have considered assumed (sic) stationing of nuclear weapons in
Korea as providing them with nuclear protection. US in past has not talked
specifically of placing Korea under nuclear umbrella but this was not
considered necessary. However, with possibility of withdrawal of at least
ground force nuclear weapons, Koreans suggested that we take some
public posture vis-à-vis Korea as we do Japan with respect to nuclear
umbrella.603
The American embassy in Seoul thus became acutely aware of the need to reassure South
Korea of its received security guarantees. Sneider anticipated that South Korea would
search for independent means of preserving its own security. Indeed, he noted that “one
specific evidence of this concern is a continuing dialogue and heightened interest in the
possibility of [South Korean] acquisition, as a means of bolstering [South Korean] selfreliance.”604 A CIA report dated June 1978 states that “officials in the Korean nuclear
research community believe that, even while bowing to US preferences on the line of
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work they pursue, certain activities can and should be undertaken to keep Seoul’s nuclear
option open.”605 That the South Korean government signed the NPT just two years before
did not seem to allay these fears.606
The Carter administration eventually decided against the troop withdrawals. Yet
this controversial policy had already inflicted much damage. Leading Democratic
Congressmen such as Robert Byrd, Sam Nunn, and Tip O'Neill reproached the Carter
administration for its handling of the planned troop withdrawals. 607 Sam Nunn was
concerned with the proposed timing of the withdrawal as North Korean military forces
appeared to be gathering strength.608 The American military also had reservations. To the
dismay of the NSC, the Department of Defense leaked politically sensitive Joint Chiefs of
Staff cables to Congress in June 1977. The purpose of this action was likely to bolster
Congressional opposition to Carter's initiative.609 The probable actions of the South
Korean government during this period also suggest a deep-seated unease over Carter's
foreign policy. At a minimum, South Korea became a more difficult ally. When Carter
explored the possibility of having a trilateral meeting with the two Koreas, one NSC
member cautioned that “Park would not go along. There is little in such a meeting for
him, unless we agreed to stop troop withdrawals entirely.” 610 Even the Japanese
government seemed relieved when the issue was finally resolved.611
If South Korea did engage in nuclear activities in the late 1970s, then it is highly
plausible that Carter's stated intentions for a complete withdrawal had much to do with it.
Park's earlier warnings about the consequences of a removal of the American nuclear
umbrella cast a shadow over this episode. Gleysteen’s account of bureaucratic infighting
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within the Carter administration over these planned troop withdrawals highlights how
many American officials understood the implications of such an action for the American
alliance with South Korea and regional stability in East Asia.612
Summary and Alternative Explanations
The analysis of South Korea's record of nuclear interest demonstrates the primacy of
alliance politics. The Nixon Doctrine entailed some shift of American conventional
military resources away from East Asia. Its impact on South Korean security interests
towards the region became manifest with Nixon’s announced withdrawal of one troop
division from the Korean peninsula. Documents show that the South Korean government
reacted harshly to this change in American force posture. South Korean leaders,
especially Park, responded by adopting a set of measures: they repeatedly sought verbal
reassurances from their American interlocutors, they threatened to unilaterally withdraw
South Korean troops from Vietnam, they engaged in foot-dragging to slow American
withdrawal from the region, and, more importantly, they established the WEC and the
ADD to oversee an eventual nuclear weapons program. Alliance politics also played an
important role in the demise of the program. Had it not been for American pressure on
South Korea and its international suppliers of nuclear assistance, South Korea might not
have terminated its program when and how it did. Finally, despite uncertainty regarding
the exact nature of South Korea's nuclear activities in the late 1970s, the evidence at least
shows that South Korea reacted negatively to Carter’s plans for complete withdrawal.
South Korea has come to represent a victory for American counterproliferation
efforts. As early as October 1978, in a public speech outlining the proliferation risks of
reprocessing, President Ford identified South Korea (and Taiwan) as two countries where
the United States forced the cancellation of local reprocessing activities.613 Nevertheless,
despite its multi-pronged strategy, we should not overstate the counterproliferation
campaign mounted by the Ford administration for the simple reason that not much of a
nuclear weapons program was in place at the time. Consider a 1978 intelligence estimate
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that reviews the history of the program: “[b]eginning in late 1972, physicists assisted by
an explosives technician had worked on a nuclear weapon design at the [ADD], a semiindependent adjunct of the Ministry of National Defense.”614 The technical difficulties
encountered early by these researchers indicate the massive challenges that South Korea
confronted in seeking nuclear weapons. It depended so much on foreign suppliers of the
technologies necessary for this initiative. One can take the argument even further and
contend that South Korea represented low hanging fruit for the Ford administration at a
time when some nonproliferation success was desperately needed. After all, the Indian
‘peaceful nuclear explosion’—made possible by a Canadian reactor and American heavy
water—rocked the nonproliferation community at a time when the Nonproliferation
Treaty still seemed weak. 615 And even so, South Korea still committed safeguard
violations throughout the 1980s. These violations involved experiments to separate
plutonium and enrich uranium. Thus, in some ways, South Korea was the easy case, but it
still posed problems for American counterproliferation efforts.616
These observations aside, the evidence so far accords with my theory.
Nevertheless, I examine the leading alternative explanations below.
The Adversary Thesis
One counterargument is that South Korea responded primarily to the threat posed by
adversaries rather than unfavorable changes in American security guarantees. North
Korea certainly intensified its provocations in the late 1960s. However, it had long
maintained a threatening posture under Kim Il-sung’s leadership. China, North Korea's
patron, also exhibited aggressive behavior throughout the decade, including border
clashes with India and the 1964 detonation of its own nuclear weapon. Instead, I argue
that these threats were necessary but insufficient for South Korea's nuclear interest. The
salience of regional threats made the announcement of American troop withdrawals even
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more alarming. Abandonment fears, rather than the threats alone, led South Korea to
engage in nuclear statecraft.617
Changes in South Korea's threat environment also cannot account for South
Korea's renunciation of nuclear weapons. In fact, the threat environment facing South
Korea did not wane in intensity. Direct evidence of how South Korean leaders understood
the regional security environment is difficult to ascertain so as to evaluate this theory
properly. Still, enough reasons exist to doubt the validity of this hypothesis. First, the
South Koreans were still anxious over the broader repercussions of communist successes
in Indochina. They worried that the subsequent American withdrawal might even
embolden regional adversaries. Second, North Korea retained an aggressive posture and
even made preparations for war. Kim Il-sung even toured China and Eastern Europe to
make weapons and fuel purchases. Accordingly, “President Park believed that war could
break out at any time.”618
Moreover, South Korea's diplomatic relations with Japan were seriously strained
after a North Korean sympathizer attempted to assassinate Park in August 1974, fatally
injuring the South Korean president’s wife in the process. Because the would-be assassin
was Japanese and entered South Korea on a Japanese passport, Park demanded an
apology and the disbandment of a pro-North Korean residents' association. Insensitive to
anti-Japanese sentiments in South Korea, the Japanese Foreign Minister further
antagonized the South Korean leadership by refusing to accept any responsibility for the
attack. Though these governments eventually settled this controversy, the strain on their
diplomatic relations added to an already conflict-ridden regional environment. 619
Considered together, tensions in the region remained sufficiently high to warrant the
continuation of a nuclear weapons program.
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An instructive irony exists in the case of South Korea. In the late 1960s, American
conventional deterrence against North Korea was failing so much so as to provoke the ire
of Park. After the Blue House Raid, he was unnerved by Johnson's reluctance to issue a
military response against North Korea. He voiced his frustrations to the former Deputy
Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance. In a memorandum to Johnson, Vance noted:
Highly emotional volatile, frustrated and introspective, Park wanted to
obtain from me a pledge for the United States to join his Government in
instant, punitive, and retaliatory actions against North Korea in the event of
another Blue House raid or comparable attack on some other important
South Korean economic, governmental, or military facility. He wanted my
assurance of an ‘automatic’ US response in the event of another serious
raid against the ROK. I refused to give any such assurances.
Park partially blamed the United States for the Blue House Raid itself. After all, North
Korean forces had to sneak behind the American forces that were positioned along the
DMZ.620 Nevertheless, this record of deterrence failure was insufficient for pushing Park
Chung-hee to start a nuclear weapons program. The real push came when the United
States weakened its conventional deterrent even when the number of tactical nuclear
weapons on the peninsula remained unchanged. The adversary-centric thesis cannot
explain why South Korea would seek nuclear weapons following conventional military
reductions when the presence of tactical nuclear weapons remained constant.
The Coalition Thesis
A weakness of the coalition thesis is that Park sought nuclear weapons despite his exportoriented economic program. Economic strategies mattered to the extent that the South
Korean state's management of the economy and ties to industry facilitated efforts to
marshal national resources towards the production of nuclear weapons. Still, some
scholars like Etel Solingen argued that Park capitulated to American counterproliferation
demands in order to preserve domestic economic development. Specifically, because
economic development more directly affected his political survival, Park renounced the
nuclear weapons project openly and made nonproliferation commitments. After all, as
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Solingen argues, “suspicions about South Korea’s nuclear intentions had to be put to rest
if the export-led growth strategy was to have any chance.”621 The alliance with the United
States did matter, but only insofar as it provided the locus of South Korea’s strategy for
economic development.
This argument has other shortcomings. I should state at the outset that I agree
with Solingen that, for a state dependent on the United States for its economic success,
South Korea was very sensitive to positive and negative economic inducements.
American economic sanctions succeeded because South Korea depended on its economic
relationship with the United States to satisfy its developmental objectives. The problem
with her account is that at times Park was willing to compromise his own preferred model
of economic development when alliance commitments appeared uncertain. Indeed, if
Park valued economic development so much, it is unclear why he risked compromising it
by having a nuclear weapons program in the first place. Although the program was secret,
its usefulness as a deterrent required that the South Korean government would eventually
need to become more open about its nuclear activities.
Little evidence exists to show that economics motivated Park more than alliance
considerations. To support the assertion that Park renounced nuclear weapons to protect
his country’s economic development, Solingen cites a quote by Park in which he argues
in favor of “doing away with those activities that tend to drain or waste our natural
resources in a broad sense.”622 She adds that “even after North Korea assassinated Park’s
wife in 1974, he continued to focus on the synergies between South Korea’s economic
vitality, regional stability, and a positive ‘recognition in the world community.’”623 These
passages are problematic for several reasons. The problem with the first statement by
Park is that it is unclear to which specific “activities” he is referring. Wasteful activities
could conceivably encompass anything from bureaucratic red tape to inefficient
production. Moreover, even if it did refer to the nuclear weapons program, the statement
might be an example of post facto rationalization. In marshaling various sectors of the
economy towards nuclear research, Park's nuclear interest suggests that for several years
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he did not regard such activity as a ‘waste.’ The problem with the second statement
regarding Park’s behavior following his wife's murder is that the historical record does
not support it. The assassination by a North Korean sympathizer from Japan intensified
existing tensions between South Korea and Japan. Park even mobilized large antiJapanese protests in Seoul to demonstrate his country’s dissatisfaction with the Japanese
position on the incident.624 These actions were inconsistent with any stated desire to
advance regional stability and obtain positive international recognition.
Another weakness with the coalition thesis is that the South Korean government
did not wean itself away from the global economy. To the contrary, it sought to develop
export industries. Self-reliance meant less of the economic self-sufficiency implied by the
term ‘autarchy’ and more of technological advancement.625 Statist economic management
affected South Korea's nuclear statecraft insofar as it facilitated the implementation of the
nuclear weapons program. With the establishment of ADD and WEC, the South Korean
management of the economy and state ties to industry facilitated efforts to marshal
national resources towards the production of nuclear weapons.
Another counterargument is that nationalist drives for autonomy motivated South
Korean leaders. According to Sheila Jasanoff and Sang-Hyun Kim, South Korea's nuclear
projects in the late 1960s and 1970s were rooted in government initiatives for “the
modernization of the fatherland” and a “self-reliant economy.” They point to the
nationalist rhetoric that extolled the achievements of scientists and engineers working on
nuclear energy.626 Yet South Korea’s nationalist rhetoric did not focus on defense matters
until after North Korean provocations and Nixon's announcement of troop withdrawals
from the peninsula. During the 1960s, the government's nationalist rhetoric was necessary
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for economic mobilization. Seung-Young Kim writes that Park promoted self-reliance in
defense “to defend South Korea and to keep national dignity in the face of American
meddling in South Korea's domestic affairs.”627 Still, Nixon’s troop withdrawal arguably
compromised Park's stated objectives for national self-reliance. As Ambassador Habbib
noted:
Park’s view of self-reliance, paradoxically, includes a desire and an
expressed need for the U.S. presence and assistance to continue—at least
in the short run. His concern that we will reduce our aid program,
withdraw our troops sooner than he would like, and his doubt over the
firmness of our treaty commitment, come to the surface from time to time.
Generally speaking, he wishes to hold on to these elements of strength for
as long as he can, expecting they will diminish as time goes on.628
Park continued this line of argument with President Ford, asserting that “[o]f course, we
do not expect the US presence to remain indefinitely, given the mounting US public
opinion and pressure in Congress. However, Korean self-reliance must be insured before
US troop reductions take place.” 629 Simply put, Park saw American protection as
complementing, rather than constraining, self-reliance.
A nationalism-centered counterargument would also expect that leaders would
resist, or even manipulate, foreign pressure to cement their nationalist legitimacy. As the
leader of a repressive regime, Park had incentives to blame the United States and rally
anti-foreign sentiment to boost his government's national security policies. In reality,
Park was more circumspect in outlining his security objectives explicitly. Following the
withdrawal of the American troop division, Park emphasized the urgency of obtaining
national self-reliance in defense. At least publicly, these declarations did not explicitly
iterate the need for an indigenous nuclear capability when South Korea first explored and
then later pursued the nuclear weapons option. Indeed, when faced with American
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pressure to halt the nuclear program, Park did not stoke domestic nationalist sentiment
against the United States. Rather, he yielded to American pressure relatively quickly.
Within six months of the original State Department telegram, South Korea renounced its
nuclear program and ratified the NPT. He did emphasize, however, the need for the
United States to provide South Korea with a strong security commitment. He declared
that “if the US nuclear umbrella were to be removed, we have to start developing our
nuclear capability to save ourselves.” Park later added that “there were and still are quite
a number of Koreans doubting the commitment of the United States.”630
The Norms Thesis
That South Korean leaders appealed to nationalist rhetoric suggests that they faced a
permissive normative environment for developing nuclear weapons. The problem is that
these nuclear activities were secret so as not to fall under domestic and international
scrutiny when Park’s rule faced political rivals at home and a threatening security
environment abroad. One cannot dismiss the importance of norms in the South Korean
case but it is unclear what value-added the norms thesis brings to our understanding of
the South Korean case. Alliance factors satisfactorily account for key aspects of the case.
The Prestige Thesis
It remains puzzling as to what strategic benefit South Korean leaders were hoping to gain
from nuclear weapons. It is uncertain under what conditions they would reveal the
program. After all, much like the doomsday device in Stanley Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove,
the utility of the arsenal would have been at best limited if adversaries were ignorant of it.
Perhaps they would have chosen what Vipin Narang describes as a ‘catalytic’ posture—
one intended to provoke an American intervention on South Korea's behalf in the event
of a military crisis.631 Moreover, with Seoul located so close to the DMZ, South Korea
lacks strategic depth and therefore would have not absorbed a nuclear strike by North
Korea's patron, China. If North Korea were to have matched South Korean nuclear efforts,
then the South Korean nuclear threat would lose credibility. Indeed, it remains unclear
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what exact strategic calculus motivated South Korean decision-making.632 The desire to
redress an unfavorable conventional military balance of power vis-à-vis the North might
have been a sufficient strategic rationale in light of American abandonment. Yet it is
worth pointing out that ‘fear of abandonment’ implies some degree of an emotional
response. In this light, fearful decision-makers might undertake logical and reasonable
actions, but not all actions would be thoroughly logical under such conditions of duress.
Nevertheless, the dubious military benefits of a nuclear weapons program for
South Korea suggests that prestige motives could be at play. Unfortunately for the
prestige thesis, it is unclear why Nixon’s stated withdrawal of troops from South Korea
(and East Asia, more broadly) would trigger an interest in nuclear weapons founded not
on military reasons but on prestige reasons. It is possible that Park saw nuclear weapons
as some sort of military cure-all without a clear understanding of the doctrinal and
operational implications associated with the possession of these weapons. Admittedly,
this naiveté could have been the result of an overabundance of faith in nuclear weapons
for resolving South Korea’s strategic problems. Though such a view is not exactly about
prestige, it would mean that Park saw nuclear weapons as having some sort of political
allure that he wished possess.
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